
Wood Fired Oven





We are artisans. 
Our mission is to build the 

highest quality, best performing 
wood fire ovens in the world. 
We embrace our customers as 
family, and believe our ovens 
will inspire creativity while 
bringing people together.

Welcome to our family! 

Guy Piombo,  
Anthony Piombo

Founders
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WEIGHT: 2,500 lbs
DOME MATERIAL: Fire-brick
VENT: UL Standard 8” Double-Wall Insulated

TOTAL
HEIGHT:
101"

SHELF
HEIGHT:
8"

SHELF
LENGTH:

12"

BASE DIAMETER: 54" BASE DIAMETER: 54"

STAND
(OPTIONAL)

HEIGHT:
36"

OPENING:
11" H
20" W

OVEN
HEIGHT:
65" : CENTER OF GRAVITY

WIDTH:
36"

LENGTH:
36"

24˝ STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

STORM COLLAR
(Sealed at base of pipe)

CAP

SPARK ARRESTOR

INTERIOR
DIAMETER:

36"

OVEN
LENGTH:
66"

[68"
with
granite
shelf]

CRANE
RIGGING

(optional)
LENGTH:

56"

[14"with
granite
shelf]

Specs | Forno Casa 36" Specs | Forno Casa 42"

: CENTER OF GRAVITY SHELF
HEIGHT:
8"

STAND
(OPTIONAL)

HEIGHT:
36"

12" H
20" W

OPENING

BASE DIAMETER: 60" BASE DIAMETER: 60”

OVEN
HEIGHT:
67"

OVEN
HEIGHT:
103"

WIDTH:
36"

LENGTH:
36"

WEIGHT: 3,000 lbs
DOME MATERIAL: Fire-brick
VENT: UL Standard 8” Double-Wall Insulated

24˝ STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

STORM COLLAR
(Sealed at base of pipe)

CAP

SPARK ARRESTOR
INTERIOR

DIAMETER:
42"

CRANE
RIGGING

(optional)
LENGTH:

56"

OVEN
LENGTH:
72"

[74"
with
granite
shelf]

SHELF
LENGTH:

12"

[14"with
granite
shelf]

* Measurements may vary slightly * Measurements may vary slightly
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Specs | Forno Palazzo 36" Specs | Forno Palazzo 42"

: CENTER OF GRAVITY

SHELF
LENGTH:

2"

SHELF
HEIGHT:
8"

STAND
(OPTIONAL)

HEIGHT:
36"

BASE WIDTH: 54" BASE LENGTH: 66"

OVEN
HEIGHT:
65"

TOTAL
HEIGHT:
101"

WIDTH:
36"

LENGTH:
36"

11" H
20" W

OPENING

24˝ STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

STORM COLLAR
(Sealed at base of pipe)

CAP

SPARK ARRESTOR

WEIGHT: 2,700 lbs
DOME MATERIAL: Fire-brick
VENT: UL Standard 8” Double-Wall Insulated

OVEN
LENGTH:
66"

INTERIOR
DIAMETER:

36˝

CRANE
RIGGING

(optional)
LENGTH:

56"

: CENTER OF GRAVITY

SHELF
LENGTH:

2"

SHELF
HEIGHT:
8"

STAND
(OPTIONAL)

HEIGHT:
36"

BASE WIDTH: 60" BASE LENGTH: 72"

OVEN
HEIGHT:
67"

OVEN
HEIGHT:
103"

WIDTH:
36"

LENGTH:
36"

12" H
20" W

OPENING

24˝ STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

STORM COLLAR
(Sealed at base of pipe)

CAP

SPARK ARRESTOR

WEIGHT: 3,200 lbs
DOME MATERIAL: Fire-brick
VENT: UL Standard 8” Double-Wall Insulated

INTERIOR
DIAMETER:

42˝

OVEN
LENGTH:
72"

CRANE
RIGGING

(optional)
LENGTH:

56"

* Measurements may vary slightly * Measurements may vary slightly
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Materials
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Locally Sourced
Our ovens are manufactured from the ground up at our warehouse in Napa, 
California. We source all material from local dealers in our area who we trust, 
allowing us to ensure we're always using the highest quality products available.

MSDS sheets available for all materials upon request

Steel: 
Van Bebber Bros. 
Petaluma, CA

Brick: 
Pacific Supply 
Napa, CA

Perlite: 
NorCal Perlite Inc 
Richmond, CA

Insulation: 
Distribution 
International 
Benicia, CA

Venting: 
Slakey Brothers 
Fairfield, CA

Stucco & Tile: 
Wright Bros. Supply 
Benicia, CA
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When setting the oven on a pre-existing countertop or base, load it from the 
back or front. Set it down on 2x4's arranged parrallel to one another: 2 stacked 
on the left and 2 stacked on the right. This allows for the removal of the forks.

Use the 2 bolts attached to the sides of the oven and a pry bar to lift the 
weight off one side, remove a board, set it down gently and repeat on 
either side, one 2x4 support at a time, until the oven rests on the surface. 
Alternatively, you can use the forklift tines to lift up on the bolts. 

Lift only from the back or sides of the oven. If lifting from the front is the only 
option, do not support any weight on the shelf. Note that the center of mass 
is the center of the base ring and should be balanced accordingly.

The oven can only be set on our stand by lifting from the front or back. 
Make sure to set the fork-width to fit in the allocated slot between stand legs: 
On the 36" stand: about 29" wide; and on the 42" stand: about 33" wide. 
All 4 legs of the stand fit inside the circular lip surrounding the base of the oven.

When setting the oven on a stand, place the stand first, then place the oven on 
top. Keep forks centered between the stand-legs to ensure the oven is properly 
aligned and square with the stand.

Never attempt to move the stand  and oven together using a forklift as it will 
likely topple over. Stand and oven can be moved together using a pallet jack, 
but only on a level, smooth surface. 

A B

21 3

FRONT FRONT

AVOID CONTACT BETWEEN RIM AND STAND

Installation (Forklift)

21 3 REPEAT  
FOR EACH 

BOARD

recommended

CENTER 
OF MASS

recommended ** use caution **
AVOID CONTACT

Stand Installation:

NO YES

countertop surface countertop surface

Countertop Installation:

* Refer to safety section on pg 17 before installing

oven base

ply wood

bar

barremoved support

oven base
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If you plan to install the oven using a crane, you will have received our crane 
rigging in your shipment. The rigging is bolted to the oven, and consists of 
2 angle irons and 4 shackles. Once uncrated, attach the crane straps to each 
shackle, and secure them to the irons. If you have a stand, be sure to set it in 
place before lifting the oven. Have the crane operator hold the oven slightly above 
the stand while one person centers it and another observes from a distance to 
ensure proper alignment. Once placed, remove the straps and shackles, followed 
by the 2 bolts holding the rigging to the oven. The rigging is heavy so have a 
second person provide support while un-bolting to prevent the bars from falling and 
causing damage or injury. Reference the bottom of page 8 for instructions on how 
to correctly place your oven on the stand 

Securing the Vent

To secure the vent,  insert it into the hole at the top of the oven with the line 
facing towards the back, turn it clockwise a quarter turn or until it tightens. 
Set the spark arrestor cap on top and turn counter-clockwise until tight.

1

2

Installation (Crane) 

1

SHACKLES AND STRAPS 
ARE PROVIDED BY THE CRANE COMPANY. 

ENSURE THE SHACKLE BOLTS INCLUDED 
CAN FIT IN 7/8" HOLE

HOLD 
WITH 1" 

GAP

CENTER 
OVEN ON 

STAND

ONCE 
PLACED, 
REMOVE 

SHACKLES 
FROM  

RIGGING 

REMOVE 
RIGGING

90° ANGLE 
BARS

PROTECTIVE 
SQUARES

2 3

Visit: https://youtu.be/17pVSLHypdc for more info

With the oven now free from the rigging, you can remove the cardboard squares 
and maneuver the oven using the same techniques described on page 11. Pry up 
one side, remove two squares, then do the same for the other side. You can also 
use the crane and a lifting strap to slowly raise one side of the oven and remove 
the protective squares. Ensure crane operator is aware and comfortable with this 
method before attempting. Be sure to keep fingers clear of the gap between the oven 
and countertop during this stage.  

Shown from the bottom, you can see the 
rigging bars support and brace the oven, 
preventing it from tilting during the lift 
phase. Setting the oven down directly 
on these bars would make it impossible 
to remove them (unless placing on our 
stand, which does not contact these bars). 
The following method can be used to 
protect your countertop and support the 
oven while the rigging is removed: 

Suspend the oven in place just a few 
inches from the countertop. The crane 
rigging is ¼” thick, so to block the oven 
up high enough to remove the crane 
rigging you will need to acquire (4) sets 
of blocks  that are between ½” and 1 ½” 
thick. We recommend rubber (or similar) 
antivibration pads that are 7/8” thick 
and 4” x 4”. Antivibration pads are strong 

enough to support the weight of the oven, but also delicate enough not to damage a 
countertop. Alternatively you can use small pieces of wood, multiple thick pieces of 
cardboard or something similar. Just make sure that the thickness of all 4 pads is close 
to identical, so that one pad isn’t bearing the full brunt of the weight of the oven.

Stand Installation:

Countertop Installation:

BOLTS SECURE THE ANGLE IRONS 
TO THE OVEN, PREVENTING IT FROM 
LISTING FORWARD OR BACKWARD. 

HAVE A WRENCH HANDY TO REMOVE 
BOLTS AFTER INSTALLATION

*** IMPORTANT *** 
Make sure the crane 
provider includes 4 STRAPS 
(Minimum 10 ft. long)

1 2 3 4
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Building the Fire Burner Insert

Step 1: In center of oven, lay 
crumpled torn pieces of brown  paper 
bag between two logs spaced about 1 
log width apart

Through plenty of experience building 
countless fires in our own ovens, we 
have identified the following method as 
the most reliable way to get a good fire 
started if you don't have a built-in 
burner unit (see next page). 

All Forno Piombo ovens have a plug cut out that allows for a propane burner to 
be installed for easy fire lighting. See below for reference points for installing the 
burner unit. 

Step 2: Lay sticks of kindling over 
the top in a criss-cross pattern, 
spaced to allow airflow

Forearm-sized logs

Step 3: Lay two more logs 
perpendicular to the last  layer of 
kindling, spaced about a half log 
width apart.

Step 4: Add two more logs, 
perpendicular to the last two, and 
spaced about a half log width apart. 
Light paper beneath.

36 inch model

42 inch model

9.75"

9.75"

9.5"

9.5"

CENTER OF 54" 
OVEN DIAMETER

CENTER OF 60" 
OVEN DIAMETER

8" SQUARE

8" SQUARE

* Measurements may vary slightly
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When you first receive your oven, the brick dome is full of moisture. This moisture 
comes from the water sprayed onto the bricks as we cut them. By curing the 
oven, you release the moisture from inside the bricks, converting it into steam. 
This steam needs to be released in a controlled manner to avoid damaging the 
finished exterior coat. The goal of the curing process is to remove all the moisture 
from the oven. Follow the steps below to cure your oven:

1. Build a fire in the center of your oven. You can also build the fire closer to the 
front if it's easier and then push it to the center using a shovel. 

2. Light the fire. Feed it one medium-sized log about every 7 minutes to steadily 
raise the temperature in the oven.

3. Continue heating the oven by feeding it more logs until you notice moisture 
dripping from the base. It can also appear in the form of steam rising from the 
top. At the first sign of moisture, stop adding logs to the fire, and allow it to burn 
out on its own. Repeat this process every 12 to 24 hours. You should be able to 
reach a higher temperature each time.

4. Once you can maintain oven temperature at 1000°F without seeing any 
moisture released, you will know the curing process is complete! Feel free to 
cook in the oven while you're curing it, just make sure to stop feeding it logs once 
you notice moisture being released. 

Pro tip: When the oven dome interior is fully cleared with no black soot, it is 
an indication that the temperature has reached 900 °F –1000°F This takes about 
1 hour, 15 minutes for the 36” oven, and about 1 hour, 30 minutes for the 42” oven.

How long does it take to Cure? Each oven is different. On average it takes 
about 2-3 fires to expel all the residual mositure.

Note from the owner: We notice new oven owners are often hesitant to load 
the oven up with wood and super-heat it. Don’t be! Once properly cured, our 
ovens are meant to have a roaring hot fire inside!

Curing the Oven

NOT CURED CUREDNOT CURED

The door
The door included with your oven is designed to control and regulate temperature. 
Use it to control excess smoke coming from the opening by placing it about an 
inch in front of the mouth. If you plan to operate at lower temperatures using 
residual heat (see next page), simply close the door with smoldering coals inside 
to retain heat. Avoid leaving the door closed longer than 1 week at a time, as this 
can trap unwanted moisture inside.

 TO FULLY CLOSE, INSERT 
DOOR AT AN ANGLE...

GENTLY ROTATE  
UNTIL FLUSH

LEAVE PARTIALLY ASKEW 
FOR A BETTER DRAW TO 
REDUCE EXCESS SMOKE 

Temperature Control
All Forno Piombo ovens are capable of reaching temperatures well above 1000°F. 
In order to maintain these high temps (700°F and above), add logs to the fire and 
keep a flame going at all times. The rate of logs added will depend on your desired 
cooking temperature. More logs at a faster rate will heat the oven faster. To cook 
at lower temperatures (below 500°F), you will mainly be using the retained heat 
stored in the brick dome. The bricks are 4.5” thick, so the longer you maintain a 
high temperature, the slower that heat will dissipate, allowing you to cook longer 
at lower temperatures. We recommend scheduling your low-temperature cooking 
around the times that you plan to cook at higher temperatures. The graphs on the 
following page shows the temperature decrease throughout an average weekend 
after heating it up to 900°F on a Friday. Included are various meals that can be 
prepared using only the residual heat in the dome.
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There are additional ways of controlling low temperatures in the oven aside 
from simply waiting for it to cool down. If you want the temperature to drop 
faster, for example, remove all of the coals and ash from your oven, and open 
the door. To raise the temperature, add a log (include some burning kindling 
if the flame has gone out). Keep in mind that heat saturation of the bricks 
and good timing are the keys to efficient, effective wood-fire cooking. 

Outside:

Cleaning the outside of the oven depends on the finish you have. For glass 
tile, a can of Thompson's Water Repellent helps clean the tile, and also seal / 
darken the grout. For the stainless steel vent, windex works fine. Stucco ovens 
tend to “reflect their environment” and will develop a unique patina over time. 
For unsightly stains you can use water and a rag to remove most. We do not 
recommend using chemical cleaners as it can discolor your finish. If the archway 
and/or brick shelf has black soot buildup, use Grease Lightning clean it off. Keep 
in mind the brick archway and shelf will naturally darken and patina over time. 

Inside:

Cleaning food spills (grease, cheese, etc.) from the inside of the oven is very 
straightforward. Simply heat it up to 1000°F. The heat will incinerate all organic 
matter, leaving only ash behind. Wait for the ash to cool down, then dispose of it.

Cleaning the Oven

Wood
You will be going through quite a bit of firewood, we recommend finding a local 
supplier in your area who can deliver it to your home. Ask a local wood fired 
restaurant in your area who they use. It's a good idea to get your wood from 
someone who supplies it to restaurants and clients who use it to cook with. 
Although any hardwood will work fine, we recommend white oak for high temp 
cooking. You will want the wood to consist of about "forearm-sized" split logs. 
You will want wood with a moisture content below 18%

SATURDAY
MORNING

SUNDAY
MORNING

FRIDAY
EVENING

FRIDAY
AFTERNOON

FRIDAY
NIGHT

SATURDAY
AFTERNOON

SUNDAY
AFTERNOON

SATURDAY
EVENING

SATURDAY
NIGHT

4:00pm 15th

Sept

N
O

O
N

N
O

O
N

N
O

O
N16th

Sept
8:00am 4:00pm 4:00pm8:00am

0°F

250°F

500°F

750°F

1000°F

PIZZA
800°F

60-130 SEC.

STEAK
900°F

2-3 MIN.

BREAKFAST
520°F

5-10 MIN.

PRIME RIB
420°F
2 HRS.

BREAD
390°F

30 MINS. BRISKIT
250°F

6-8 HRS.

N
O

O
N

N
O

O
N

N
O

O
N

N
O

O
N

15th

Sept
16th

Sept
17th

Sept
18th

Sept

0°F

70°F
Fire started

3:45 pm

900°F
Stopped adding

logs to fire
7:00 pm

250°F

500°F

750°F

1000°F

400°F
24 hrs since last

logs added
7 pm (next day)

Probe A (Cooking temp.)

Probe B (Heat Saturation)

190°F
48 hrs since last

logs added 120°F
72 hrs since last

logs added

340°F
Inner and outer
temps of brick
dome equalize

10 pm (next day)

500°F
Outer dome
reaches full

heat saturation
10:00 pm
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Notes
ONLY PROPER HEAVY LIFTING MACHINERY AND HEAVY LIFTING 
EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE USED FOR UNLOADING, MOVING AND 
INSTALLING THE OVEN. THIS DUTY SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY 
PROFESSIONALS TRAINED IN THIS KIND OF WORK. IMPROPER 
HANDLING OF THE EQUIPMENT COULD RESULT IN DAMAGING THE 
OVEN OR PERSONAL INJURY AND EVEN DEATH.

PROPER PLANNING IS ESSENTIAL TO A SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY. BE 
REALISTIC ABOUT WHERE YOU PLAN TO TAKE DELIVERY OF YOUR OVEN; 
PIZZA OVENS ARE LARGE AND TOP HEAVY! 

IF YOU ARE ADDING ADDITIONAL VENTILATION, SEEK OUT A QUALIFIED 
PROFESSIONAL TO DESIGN AND INSTALL YOUR VENTING SYSTEM.

DO NOT OVER FIRE, IF FLAMES EXTEND BEYOND THE OVEN DOOR 
OPENING AND UP THE EXHAUST FLUE YOU ARE OVER FIRING THE OVEN.

NEVER USE GASOLINE, GASOLINE TYPE LANTERN FUEL, KEROSENE, 
CHARCOAL LIGHTER FLUID OR SIMILAR LIQUIDS TO START OR 
“FRESHEN UP” A FIRE IN THIS OVEN. KEEP ALL SUCH LIQUIDS WELL 
AWAY FROM THE OVEN WHEN IN USE.

DO NOT STORE OR USE GASOLINE OR OTHER FLAMMABLE VAPORS OR 
LIQUIDS IN THE VICINITY OF THIS OR ANY OTHER APPLIANCES.

NEVER USE WATER TO LOWER TEMPERATURE INSIDE THE OVEN OR 
TO EXTINGUISH THE FIRE.USE SOLID WOOD FUEL ONLY. DO NOT USE 
RESINOUS WOOD SUCH AS PINE OR SPRUCE.

Safety
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Notes
The tips and advice in this manual 
are meant to provide you a solid 

foundation to learning how to use 
your wood fired oven. At the end 

of the day, the best learning tool is 
practice, practice, practice! Try and 

learn something new every time 
you use your oven, and always feel 

free to reach out to us with any 
kind of questions whatsoever. 
We regularly post new cooking 
classes, recipes, techniques and 

more on our website, social media 
and mailing list.


